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We are trying to create an effective design process by 
understanding the needs of designers, architects and interior 
designers and by getting their opinions about the subject. 
Our desire is to be open-minded, to pay attention to people 
and to keep learning continuously.
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armchairs
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kona
Create the Kona of your choice by selecting one of different color options in 

fabric, wood or acrylic for the body and one of two leg alternatives…

AKONAOF01KACKACFDVFM
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Kona GFKona OF Kona DF Kona TF Kona OA Kona NA

With 6 different body and 2 different leg types, Kona does not give 

up on comfort or function.

AKONAGF01NCNKAEFDVFM

AKONAOF01KAEKAEFDVFM

AKONATF01NMKKADFDVFM

AKONADF01NMKKADFDVFM
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Customizable products with color, material and leg alternatives…

AKONAOA01KADKABNDNMK
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135 cm
53 inch

135 cm
53 inch

84cm - 33 inch

102 cm - 40 inch

102 cm - 40 inch

With its innovative, modern and unique design, Kona 

will add efficiency to office, home or corporate living 

spaces. Both comfortable and functional, with its 

different material and color options and acoustic 

features…

AKONAOF01KABKABFDVKV

dimensions
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Creates sophisticated interiors with its unique and elegant design. 

Candidate to be indispensable in innovative spaces with its vibrant 

colors and different body structures…

modern  
and neat

AKONAOF01KADKADFDVFM
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Body Materials

Fabric Colors

Oak Walnut Fabric Acrylic

You can create the Kona combination of your choice by 

selecting the body material from wood, fabric or acrylic options 

and seat, backrest and headrest material from different fabric 

alternatives.

NMK NCU DBY

AKONAOF01RMKKAEFDVFM

Green Yellow Brick Violet Beige Anthracite

KAD KAB KAC KAE KAA KAF

materials & 
colors
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AKONAOF01RMKKAEFDVFM AKONAOF01DBYKAEFDVFM
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AKONAOA02FMKKAENDNCU

Creates sophisticated interiors with its unique and elegant 

design. Candidate to be indispensable in innovative spaces with 

its vibrant colors and different body structures…

AKONANA01NCUKADNDNCU
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yuko
With its unique design, create spaces that make your dreams come 

true. Yuko is more than comfort and style and offers an unparalleled 

sense of coziness with its vibrant colors and 2 different leg options…

AYUKOOA01KACKACTDNMK
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Yuko OF Yuko OA

Taking its inspiration from the egg which can be considered as the starting point of 

many life forms on Earth, and along with its acoustic features, Yuko will provide comfort 

as well as an atmosphere sheltered from external effects in living spaces... A different 

perspective presented by its elegant style and 2 separate leg options...

AYUKOOA01KAEKAETDNMK AYUKOOF01KACKADFDVFM

AYUKOOA01KADKADTDNCU
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Mikodam provides solutions for comfortable and elegant living 

spaces making no compromises on its quality.

AYUKOOA01KACKACTDNMK

AYUKOOF01KAEKAEFDVFM
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166 cm
65 inch

166 cm
65 inch

82 cm - 32 inch

78 cm - 30 inch 82 cm - 32 inch

AYUKOOA01KABKABTDNMK

dimensions
With its innovative, modern and unique design, Yuko will add efficiency to 

office, home or corporate living spaces. Both comfortable and functional, 

with its different and vibrant material and color options and acoustic 

features…
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AYUKOOA01KAEKAETDNMK
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AYUKOOA01KACKACTDNMK

Fabric Colors

Leg Colors

You can create the Yuko of your choice by selecting different fabric 

colors for the body, seat and backrest.

Oak Walnut

NMK NCU

materials & 
colors

Green Yellow Brick Violet Beige Anthracite

KAD KAB KAC KAE KAA KAF
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AYUKOOA01KACKACTDNMK
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sena
With its innovative and modern design, Sena will add efficiency 

to office, home or corporate living spaces. Both comfortable and 

functional, with its different color options and back styles…

ASENAKL01KACNENCU
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88 cm
34.6 inch

64 cm - 25 inch

64 cm
25 inch

64 cm - 25 inch

64 cm - 25 inch

Sena KL Sena UH

ASENAUH01KAENENCU
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ASENAUH01KADNENCU

Fabric Colors

Leg Colors

Oak Walnut

NMK NCU

materials & 
colors

Green Yellow Brick Violet Beige Anthracite

KAD KAB KAC KAE KAA KAF
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ASENAUH01KABNENCU

ASENAKL01KADNENCU
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78 cm
30.7 inch

78 cm
30.7 inch

58 cm - 22.8 inch

58 cm
22.8 inch

64 cm - 25 inch

64 cm - 25 inch

ASENAKL01KABNENMK

dimensions
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ASENAUH01KACNENCU

ASENAUH01KADNENCU
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cina
With its unique design, Cina create spaces that make your dreams come 

true. Its vibrant colors and leg options, along with the different back 

styles offer an unparalleled sense of comfort.

ACINALA01KACNENCU

Cina HA Cina HD Cina LA
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ACINAHA01KACNENCU

ACINAHA01KADNENMK
ACINAHD01KABNENCU
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ACINAHA01KADNENMK

ACINALA01KABNENCU
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ACINAHA01KACNENCU

93 cm
36.6 inch

80 cm
31.4 inch

93 cm
36.6 inch

58 cm - 22.8 inch

58 cm - 22.8 inch

66 cm
25.9 inch

58 cm
22.8 inch

62 cm - 24.4 inch

62 cm - 24.4 inch

62 cm - 24.4 inch

dimensions
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ACINAHA01KAENENCU

Fabric Colors

Leg Colors

Oak Walnut

NMK NCU

materials & 
colors

Green Yellow Brick Violet Beige Anthracite

KAD KAB KAC KAE KAA KAF
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ACINALA01KADNENMK
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ACINAHD01KACNENMK
ACINAHD01KABNENMK
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ACINAHA01KADNENCU

ACINAHA01KABNENMK
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lipo
Its design offers more than comfort and style. With its vibrant colors and 

2 different leg heights, Lipo offers an unparalleled sense of comfort.

ALIPOLA01KACTENMK

Lipo LA Lipo LS
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ALIPOLS01KAETENCU

ALIPOLS01KADTENCU
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72 cm
28.3 inch

77 cm
30.3 inch

15 cm
5.9 inch62 cm - 24.4 inch

Lipo LA TD AYAK Lipo LA TE AYAK Lipo LS TE AYAK

62 cm - 24.4 inch

62 cm
24.4 inch

66 cm - 25.9 inch

66 cm - 25.9 inch

ALIPOLA01KABTENCU

dimensions
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ALIPOLA01KADTENCU
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ALIPOLS01KABTENCU

Fabric Colors

Leg Colors

Oak Walnut

NMK NCU

materials & 
colors

Green Yellow Brick Violet Beige Anthracite

KAD KAB KAC KAE KAA KAF
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ALIPOLA01KAETENMK

ALIPOLA01KADTENCU
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cabinets
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Set your own style! Modern, classic or avantgarde… Miko-
dam cabinets can be designed as you wish. Create your 
dream design by selecting the color and style of your 
choice…

CPEPE21NMKXRNC1VANCU

CPEPE41NCUXVHMUSAEVA
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create

dream
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choose size
Create as you wish by combining body options of various size and color, 
with different cabinet doors and legs. Generate hundreds of designs of 
your dreams at www.Mikodam.com

1

x2

x2

x2 x2

1

x4

x4

21 Cabinets

22 Cabinets

41 Cabinets

42 Cabinets
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choose body

choose doors

choose legs

oak

V Type Walnut V Type Oak

square pattern star pattern fossil pattern croc pattern violet lacquer

walnut

M Type Short M Type High

violet lacquer

X Type Oak X Type Walnut

anthracite lacquer

anthracite laq .

grey lacquer

grey lacquer

S Type Gold

Create online at www.Mikodam.com

NMK

RNC1

VANCU VANMK MAVFM MBVFM XANMKVFM XANCUVFM SAEVA

YNM1 FNC1 CNC1 Matte: VLMU
Glossy: VHMU

Matte: VLFM
Glossy: VHFM

Matte:VLGR
Glossy: VHGR

NCU Matte: LMU
Glossy: HMU

Matte: LFM
Glossy: HFM

Matte: LGR
Glossy: HGR
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legs
You can choose from 4 different types of legs and combine them 
with the cabinet body of your choice. Alongside the different 
style alternatives, the material options for these legs are oak, 
walnut, lacquer or metal.

V Type

M Type

X Type

S Type

CPEPE21NMKXVLMUVANCU

CPEPE21NMKXYNM1XANMKVFM

CPEPE21NCUXVLGRMBVFM

CPEPE21NCUXVHMUSAEVA
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doors

48 cm.
19 inc.

48 cm.
19 inc.

Mikodam offers 7 different cabinet door options. You can select 
the door of your choice and combine it with the body you prefer.

Square patternFossil pattern Croc pattern Star pattern

Violet  lacquerGrey lacquerAnthracite lacquer

FNC1

Matte: VLFM
Glossy: VHFM

CNC1

Matte: VLGR
Glossy: VHGR

RNC1

Matte: VLMU
Glossy: VHMU

YNM1
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21
Cabinets

21 cabinets will bring a brand new inspiration to interiors of different styles. These 
two-door cabinets are designed with a shelf in the middle so that you can easily 

organize your items in their large interior volume. In all the types of cabinets offered 
by Mikodam, you will find the unique opportunity to generate your own designs by 

selecting the body, doors and legs of your choice..

Walnut body V type violet doors

V Type Leg

{ { { 

{ { { + + =

CPEPE21NCUXVHMUVANCU
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dimensions

CPEPE21NMKXCNC1VANCU

103 cm
41 inch

55 cm
21.6 inch

80.7 cm
31.8 inch

56 cm
22 inch
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CPEPE21NMKXCNC1VANCU

CPEPE21NMKXRNC1SAEVA
CPEPE21NMKXYNM1XANMKVFM

CPEPE21NMKXVLMUVANCU

CPEPE21NCUXFNC1VANCU
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21
Cabinets

CPEPE21NCUXVHMUSAEVA

CPEPE21NCUXVLGRMBVFM
CPEPE21NCUXYNM1VANCU CPEPE21NCUXVLGRVANCU
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22
Cabinets

22 cabinets, with 4 doors, are designed with 3 shelves so that you can easily 
organize your items in their large interior volume. In all the types of cabinets 

offered by Mikodam, you will find the unique opportunity to generate your own 
designs by selecting the body, doors and legs of your choice..

CPEPE22LMUXCNC1SAEVA
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22
Cabinets

dimensions

CPEPE22NMKXFNC1XANMKVFM

103 cm
41 inch

103 cm
41 inch

56 cm
22 inch

129 cm
50.8 inch
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CPEPE22NMKXYNM1XANMKVFM
CPEPE22NMKXVLGRVANCU

CPEPE22NMKXVLFMSAEVA

CPEPE22NMKXVHMUVANCU
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22
Cabinets

CPEPE22LMUXCNC1VANCU CPEPE22LMUXCNC1SAEVA

CPEPE22LMUXCNC1XANCUVFM

CPEPE22LMUXVHMUVANCU
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41
Cabinets

41 cabinets, with 4 doors, are designed with a shelf in the middle and a vertical mid-
separator so that you can easily organize your items in their large interior volume. In 
all the types of cabinets offered by Mikodam, you will find the unique opportunity to 

generate your own designs by selecting the body, doors and legs of your choice..

CPEPE41HMUXVHMUVANCU
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dimensions

CPEPE41NMKXVHGRSAEVA

56 cm
22 inch

55 cm
21.6 inch

200 cm
79 inch

80.7 cm
31.8 inch
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CPEPE41LFMXVHFMXANCUVFM 

CPEPE41HFMXVHMUVANCU

CPEPE41HGRXYNM1MBVFM CPEPE41NMKXFNC1SAEVA
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CPEPE41NCUXRNC1XANCUVFM

CPEPE41LMUXCNC1VANCU CPEPE41NCUXVHMUSAEVA

CPEPE41NCUXVHFMMBVFM 
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42
Cabinets

42 cabinets, with 8 doors, are designed with 3 shelves and a vertical mid-separator so 
that you can easily organize your items in their large interior volume. This is our largest 

cabinet in size and interior volume. In all the types of cabinets offered by Mikodam, 
you will find the unique opportunity to generate your own designs by selecting the 

body, doors and legs of your choice..

CPEPE42NCUXVHGRMBVFM
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dimensions
CPEPE42NCUXFNC1VANCU

56 cm
22 inch

103 cm
41 inch

200 cm
79 inch

129 cm
50.8 inch
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42
Cabinets

CPEPE42NCUXFNC1VANCU

CPEPE42NCUXCNC1XANCUVFM
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CPEPE42NMKXCNC1SAEVA

CPEPE42NCUXVHGRMBVFM
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tables
75



With its unique and extraordinary design combining modern 
and traditional and its special selection of materials, Sela pres-
ents exceptional taste and elegance.

sela
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TSELA32NCM1
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Sela A
Sela NMC1

Sela B
Sela NCM1

With its labor intense fine craftsmanship and catching design, 
it offers two combinations of oak and walnut. Sela NMC1 has 
an oak border with walnut inlay and Sela NCM1 has a walnut 
border and oak inlay.

sela

TSELA32NMC1 TSELA32NCM1
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310 cm
122 inch

120 cm
47 inch

74 cm
29 inch

Purely elegant with its exceptional design and strong details, Sela brings a completely different taste to interiors…

dimensions
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Inspired by oriental patterns, Sela aims to carry traditional style to 
an entirely new futuristic dimension. In this sense, its outstanding 
design can be adapted to both traditional and modern styles.
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TSELA32NCM1

TSELA32NMC1
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TPEDI31CNC1MCVFM

pedi
With its modern lines and unique geometrical tabletop cut it has a 
futuristic form, offering the possibility to create the design of your 
choice with different tabletop patterns and leg selections.

Pedi Tables with 2 different tabletop sizes and 4 leg alternatives
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TPEDI21RNC1VCNCU

TPEDI21FNC1XCNCUVFM
TPEDI21RNC1XCNCUVFM

You can combine the different types of legs 

with your choice of walnut, oak, lacquer or 

patterned tabletop alternatives.
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Pedi M Type Leg 
Metal

Pedi V Type Leg
Oak

Pedi V Type Leg
Walnut

Pedi X Type Leg 
Oak - Metal

Pedi X Type Leg
Walnut - Metal

Croc Pattern Fossil Pattern Square Pattern Lacquer

Pedi S Type Leg 
Gold

pedi table patterns

pedi 
legs

CNC1 FNC1

VCNMK VCNCU SCEVA

MCVFM XCNMKVFM XCNCUVFM

RNC1 LGR
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dimensions

100 cm.
39 inch

100 cm.
39 inch

73 cm
29 inch

73 cm
29 inch

200 cm.
79 inch

300 cm.
118 inch

You can pair up one of the 2 sizes of lacquer or walnut, oak and teak 
patterned tabletops with one of the 4 leg alternatives as you desire.
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TPEDI31CNC1SCEVA
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dimensions 100 cm.
39 inch

100 cm.
39 inch

74 cm
29 inch

74 cm
29 inch

200 cm.
79 inch

300 cm.
118 inch
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You can combine the different types of legs with wal-
nut, oak, lacquer or patterned tabletop alternatives. TPEDI31RNC1SCEVA
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TPEDI31CNC1SCEVA
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Pedi table offers two different sizes of tabletops. Its geometrical 
tabletop cut creates a sense of elegantly smooth touch.

TPEDI21CNC1VCNMK
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TENES32SPBYCLVFM
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enes
A distinctive design, combining ceramic, wood and metal 

to achieve an outstanding statement. The unique solidwood 

details of the tabletop clearly display the labor and 

craftsmanship involved. Indispensable to interiors with its neat 

yet powerful lines.
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dimensions

120 cm.
47 inch

74 cm
29 inch

300 cm.
118 inch

The double textured special cut tabletop and strong metal legs offer 
a perfect solution for an elegant and sturdy table. The sinuous lines 
chosen for the top create a strong contrast with the clear-cut metal legs.
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slim

TSLIM31SMDSBSMCVFM

TSLIM31SMDSBSVCNMK
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slim
TSLIM31SMDSBSXCNMKVKV

This table is named after the slim ceramic tabletop which inspired 
its design. The minimalist design along with the different leg 
alternatives aim to create a functional and elegant design while 
seeking to establish an atmosphere of longed for feeling.
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slim legs

Slim M Type Metal

TSLIM31SMDSBSMCVFM
Slim X Type Oak/ Walnut - Metal

TSLIM31SMDSBSXCNMKVKV
TSLIM31SMDSBSXCNCUVKV

Slim V Type Oak / Walnut

TSLIM31SMDSBSVCNMK
TSLIM31SMDSBSVCNCU
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dimensions

98 cm.
39 inch

98 cm.
39 inch

71 cm.
28 inch

71 cm.
28 inch

196 cm.
77 inch

294 cm.
116 inch

98 cm. Tables

118 cm. Tables

98 x 98 cm. 38.5 x 38.5 inch

98 x 196 cm. 46.4 x 77.1 inch

98 x 294 cm. 46.4 x 115.7 inch

118 x 118 cm. 46.4 x 46.4 inch

118 x 236 cm. 46.4 x 92.9 inch

118 x 354 cm. 46.4 x 139.3 inch
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